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65 Great Years!
Preventive
maintenance plays
a critical role in
support of readiness
and for 65 years
Ps Magazine has been
used by leaders
and Soldiers at the
Tactical, Operational
and Strategic levels
of the Army.

Ps Magazine has
served as a reliable
resource, enabling our
Soldier’s to install,
operate, and maintain
every piece of Army
equipment.

The basics of
preventive maintenance
have remained
consistent even as Army
equipment has evolved
and modernized.
Computer-based
technology now
assists operators and
mechanics in maintaining
the equipment for which
they are responsible.
With this year’s
release of its

new Mobile App,
Ps Magazine is
also applying
new technology.
The Ps staff continue
providing the very best
preventive maintenance
information using
the plain language
and humor that has
supported our arMy
in the past.
Congratulations, Ps,
on a job well done!

		
		

CSM James K. Sims
USAMC

Thank you,
CSM Sims,
From AlL
of Us here
at PS!
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TACTICAL VEHICLES
ps
is the
best!

Looking for the Lube Point
Fix For a Fouled Fuel System
Air Duct Hose a Penny Pincher
Cool Down Costs by
Replacing Louvers
• Finding the Door Seal
• A Bright Idea for Dim Lights
•
•
•
•
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HMMWVs…

looking for the lube point
Uhh...
it has
a lube
point?

This pintle is stuck,
but good! When was the
last time you lubed it?

out of sight, out
of mind is a fact
of life, drivers.

And nowhere is that fact
more obvious than the
tow pintle on your HMMWV.

The lube point is
behind the pintle
on the inside of
the bumper. That
area often gets
covered with dirt
and mud, making
the lube point
tough to spot,
even if you go
looking for it.
But if you
neglect
it often
enough,
the pintle
will
freeze up
and won’t
pivot
when it’s
needed
for
towing.

PS 763

Tow pintle lube point is inside bumper
Annually or every 3,000 miles, whichever
comes first, clean the back side of the pintle
with a wire brush and lube the rear plate
fitting with OE/HDO. See Note 3 in WP 0110-22
of TM 9-2320-280-10 (Sep 13) and WP 0135-33
of TM 9-2320-387-10 (Sep 12) for the details.
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HMMWVs…

FIX FOR A
FOULED FUEL SYSTEM
I think it’s the fuel you
gave me. {sMaCk sMaCk}
Tastes kinda funny!

I don’t
get it! Why
won’t you
start?

RU H-RU H-RU H! RU H-RU H-RU

H-RU H! RU H-RU H-RU H!
Dear Half-Mast,
We’ve been having problems with the fuel system on our HMMWV. Troubleshooting by the TM indicated contaminated fuel.
But the big question is where did the contamination come from? And how
can we keep it from happening in the future?
								

Mr. S.A.C.

Contamination can come directly from the source, sir, but
can also be introduced by the operator. The best way to
prevent this is to use authorized fuel from a good known
source and never put additives in your fuel tank.

Contaminated fuel can gunk up fuel injector pump
TACOM’s Fuels and Lubricants
Technology Team, along with PD-LTV
and the manufacturer, do not approve
the use of fuel additives of any kind.

PS 763
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The only thing
that should go
into your tank
is fuel!
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M1070-Series HET…

Nope.
a tight
budget
means a
tighter
beLt.

Wow! You
on a diet or
something?

I’ve
gotta
figure out
some way
to save
a little
money!

Air Duct Hose a Penny Pincher
W

ith the budget belt drawing a notch tighter every year, you need to squeeze
out savings wherever you can. So why not start with the air duct hose assembly,
NSN 4 720-00-004-8249, for the M1070/A1 HET’s gas particulate filter unit?
The air duct hose assembly is listed as Item 16
in Fig 206 of TM 9-2320-360-13&P in IETM EM 0305
(Mar 10) and item 16 in Fig 252 of TM 9-2320-42713&P in IETM EM 0310 (Apr 12). But the TMs don’t
break the assembly down into its component
parts. So you end up ordering a $150 assembly
every time a hose tears or dry-rots.

Item
Hose
Clamp
Coupling
half

The assembly’s
component parts are
available by NSN:

NSN

Price

4720-00-829-2761 $51.42
4730-00-269-3760 $1.89
4730-00-935-1643 $36.44

Ordering a new hose instead of
a whole assembly will save you
almost $100. if the clamp or
coupling half needs replacing,
you’ll save even more.

Order GPFU
hose by
component
parts

PS 763

GOOD NEWS!

So next time, reuse the good
components and order only
what you need.
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M1070P1 HET…

One of the LouvERs on YOur Air
CONditioniNG VEnt is miSsing. I’Ll Have
to oRder you A whoLE new VeNT.

YOU don’T HAVe to do
that. you CAn oRdEr
juSt the lOuver!

Cool Down
Costs By

REPLACING

Louvers

Dear Editor,
Some Soldiers are replacing
the entire air conditioning vent,
NSN
2540-01-538-4848,
in
their 1070P1 HETs whenever one
of the two round, directional
louvers gets broken or lost.
That costs their unit more than
$200 for each vent they order.
It’s cheaper to replace just
the louver, NSN 2540-01-5363029. That’s the same louver
used on the M1151A1 HMMWV.
It’ll work on the HET and costs
less than $10, a big savings
over replacing the entire air
conditioning vent.
Michael J. Senart

MaxxPro
MRAP…

Replace damaged or missing louvers…

…not entire air
conditioning vent

Editor’s note: That’s good info that’ll save money!

Finding the Door Seal

Dear Half-Mast,
Item 119 in Fig 16-9.2 and
16-10.2 of TM 9-2355-32424P-3 lists NSN 5330-01568-6061 for the MaxxPro’s
door seal. Problem is, this
NSN is a terminal item
(AAC of V) in FED LOG. Is
there a replacement NSN
for the seal?
			
Mr. N.B.

PS 763

Dear Sir,
Yes, there is. The old one-piece, pre-cut door
seal has been replaced by a 164-ft bulk roll of
seal material, NSN 5330-01-568-7351. That
means you’ll need to measure the door and
cut the seal to the correct length. The length
of seal you need will vary based on the
MaxxPro variant.
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A Bright
Idea for
Dim Lights

FMTV…

I CAn’t seE a
BlasTed ThinG!
What’S goin’
On witH mY
headlighTs?

Dear Half-Mast,
Some of the FMTVs we just got back from Reset are having headlight and
turn signal problems. The headlights are very dim, even on bright. The turn
signals are so dim they’re hard to see, especially in daylight.
This is a real safety concern, but none of the troubleshooting we’ve done
has turned up the problem. Any ideas?
			
SSG M.K.G.

Dear Sergeant,
As a matter of fact, I’ve got a couple ideas. The most likely culprit is the ground
for the headlights and turn signals.
Many trucks are repainted during Reset. When reinstalling the ground cable,
it’s easy to forget to scrape away the paint between the ground cable bolt and the
metal surface of the truck. The paint interferes with the ground and dim lights are
the result.
Silicone can get under ground cable bolt,
Another potential cause is the glob of
causing dim headlights and turn signals
silicone you may see covering the ground
bolt. Silicone is added during Reset to
help seal out moisture. But sometimes
that silicone can get under the bolt and
prevent a good ground.
Your best bet is to remove the silicone
and disconnect the ground cable. Scrape
away any paint that would prevent a good
ground and then reinstall the cable.

PS 763
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• Pave the Way to

Pure Air

• Clogged Breather

Valve a Show
Stopper
• Find the Elusive
Fan Pulley Fitting
• Transmission
Lubricants Defined
• Another Source
for Parts Help

N

CONSTRUCTIO
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8816M BMPM…

Pave the Way
to Pure Air

Hey, don’t
slow down
now! We’ve got
a lotta road
left to pave.

Not till
you clean my
air filters!

All this
dust and dirt
is chokin’ me!

Fresh, clean air keeps your 8816M bituminous material paving machine (BMPM)
running smoothly at the worksite. So when it’s cleaning time, don’t forget the paving
machine’s air filters.
You’ll need to open the BMPM’s air
filter element canister and pull out the
primary filter at least once a week and
the secondary filter every 250 hours of
operation. Use an air hose to blow lowpressure air (30 psi or less) from the
inside out to get rid of accumulated dirt
that can choke the vehicle.
Never bang the filters on a rock or
Clean primary filter weekly...
hard surface. That only damages ‘em,
...and secondary filter every 250 hours
allowing dirt to get through to the engine.
The primary air filter, NSN 4330-01602-2325, should be replaced annually or
every 500 hours of operation, whichever
comes first. The secondary air filter, NSN
2940-12-382-3131, should be replaced
after 500 hours of operation. In either
case, the filters may need to be replaced
more often if environmental conditions
or troubleshooting dictate.

PS 763
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120M Road
Grader…
Got a little
muddy today,
didn’t you?

if you think this is
bad, you should see
the breather valve on
my circle drive!

the mud really
flies when you’re
operating your
120M road grader,
operators.

And a lot
of that mud
ends up on
top of the
circle drive
gear case
where it

Keep breather valve vent hole clean

clogs
the breather
valve.
A clogged
valve lets
pressure

build.

Eventually,
something
has to give.
Unfortunately, it’s
usually the
gear case
seal.
When the seal
goes, the
lube’s bound
to follow.
So long
circle drive!

PS 763
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You’ve gotta let that circle
drive breather valve breathe!
So after every operation,
take a clean rag and wipe off all
the mud and dirt. Then use the end
of a paper clip to clean out any
gunk that’s collected inside the
breather’s vent hole.

JUN 16

815F Compactor…

Find the
Elusive
Fan Pulley
Fitting

where’s
that last
greAse
FiTtinG?

HAve you
removed
aLl the Mud
from bEhind
mY Fan?

Oh, So
THAT’s
where it’s
Hiding!

Operators, not all grease fittings on the 815F compactor are out in the open where you
can get to them easily. There’s one that’s usually covered in mud and often gets snubbed.
The grease fitting for the fan pulley
is located behind the fan blades. That
Give fan bearing lube
means it’s hard to find, even after
during scheduled services
you’ve opened the right-side engine
access door and looked inside.
Without lube, the fan pulley’s
bearing will seize up. Then the fan stops
turning freely, letting the engine and
transmission overheat.
So keep the fan bearing lubed. During
scheduled services, give the fitting four
or five shots of grease.

PS 763
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Backhoe Loader…

if you WAnt to
kEep me ON the
joB, use the right
transMisSion oil!

transmission
lubricants

DEFINED

after some extensive testing, TACOM’s Tank
and Automotive Research, Development and
Engineering Center (TARDEC) found that there is

no substitute transmission oil
in the supply system For the
backhoe loader (BHL).

do

not

use a
substitute oil
in the BHL .
it can cause
component
or vehicle
failure!

Use only the
oils listed in
the expendable/
durable items
list in WP 0375 of
TM 5-2420-231-3
(Jul 13).
here’s what’s
listed…

PS 763
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Hy-Tran Ultra Case
AKCELA MS-1209
Size

NSN 9150-

1-qt container
5-gal can
55-gal drum

01-614-5259
01-614-6424
01-614-6419

HydroDex Transmission Fluid
Size

NSN 9150-

10-qt can
30-gal can

00-657-4959
01-114-9968

JUN 16

Caterpillar Construction Equipment…
Whether your
equipment’s

new…

… or

old,

CAT is a good
source for
help with parts
problems!

Another Source for

Parts Help
Dear Editor,
Most engineering battalions have
Caterpillar (CAT) construction equipment
that’s 25-40 years old. Parts for those
vehicles are getting harder and harder to
find. That means requisitions often get
rejected with no explanation.
While participating in the Training with
Industry Program at CAT Defense and
Federal Products, I discovered some good
news. Units that are having parts problems
with any CAT product, whether old or new,
can go directly to CAT for help. CAT has
many sourcing options that the customer
may not know about. They can help with
other maintenance issues as well.

Here are the CAT POCs:

Pat Bowen
Engines and Military
Electronics
(309) 578-2351

government_truck_engine_
support@cat.com
Grey Costley
Construction Machines
(309) 578-3295

government_construction_
equipment_support@cat.com
CW3 Matthew Poytress

Editor’s note: Every resource counts when you’re having supply or maintenance
issues. Thanks, Chief!

PS 763
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COMBAT VEHICLES
• Time For a Track Tension

Tuneup!

• Block Out Water with

Intake Cover

• Tie Down the Elements
• Reverse Sprocket Wear
• Plug Up Your Muzzle Woes

PS 763
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M2/M3-Series Bradleys, MLRS…

Time For
nnggg
r
i
n
r
br
a Track
Tension
Tuneup!

Using the twofinger method
instead of a
pencil will
give you the
wrong tension
and track that
wears out
too fast.

hoLD
On there,
sOldier!

Yeah! if my track’s too tight
it can wear out my sprockets
before their time and blow my
track tensioner seals.

PS 763

Everything
checks out
OK.
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And if it’s

too loose,
our tracks
can get
thrown.

Let me roll
forward to
a complete
stop on firm,
level ground.
No brakes!

Give your
vehicle’s
track tension
a checkup by
checking it
after every
operation.

Stop my
engine and try
turning the
rear support
roller with
one hand.

The roller should turn freely,
but with only enough room
between the track and roller
for a pencil to pass through.

All it takes
is a pencil
and a little
know-how.

if there’s
more room
than just
enough for a
pencil to pass
through,
the track is
too tight.
if the roller
won’t turn at
all, the track
is too loose.
Either way,
it’s time to
make some
adjustments.

Tightening Track
1. Place a pencil between the track and the
rear support roller.

Use pencil to check space between
rear support roller and track

Loosening Track

3. Watch the pencil. The tension is
right when there’s just enough room
between the track and the rear
support roller for the pencil to fit.
4. Keep an eye on the track adjuster
piston, too. The maximum extension
for the piston is 3 1/2 inches. If you’ve
reached that limit and the track is still
too loose, remove a track shoe and
start over.

track adjuster bleed valve just enough to
allow grease to flow.
3. Watch the pencil. When there’s just enough
room between the track and the rear support
roller for the pencil to fit, the tension is right.
4. Re-tighten the bleed valve and wipe away
excess grease.

Open bleed valve to loosen track tension

The job’s not finished until
you’ve driven me at least 100 feet,
coasted to a stop and checked
the track tension one more time.

Remember, keeping
our track tension just
right will help keep us
rolling along!

Track still loose with piston extended
to 31/2 inches? Remove a shoe

Pump in grease to tighten track

763 16-17.indd 1-2

and the rear support roller.

2. With a 5/8-in open-end wrench, loosen the

But
don’t stop
there,
crewmen!

2. Wipe the lube fitting with a clean cloth
and pump grease into the track adjuster.

PS 763

1. Once again, place a pencil between the track
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Stryker…

Hey! {splutter }
You TrYin’ {splerg}
t’DRown me!?

Cover up
{splutter}
my Air iNTAkE,
WhY DonchA?

Block
Block Out
Out water
water
With
With Intake
Intake Cover
Cover
There’s nothing wrong with giving
your Stryker a good washing.

Just don’t drown its
engine while you’re at it!

Even low-pressure water can get inside an uncovered air
intake. Then the next time you start your Stryker, all that
water gets sucked straight into the air filter canister.
A wet filter blocks good air flow, choking the engine.

That’s a sound you definitely don’t wanna hear.

Keep water away from air intake… or it ends up inside air filter canister
Before you wash
your Stryker,
make sure the air
intake is properly
covered with the
environmental
cover, NSN 534020-000-0188.

PS 763

‘Course, you
can’t use the
cover when
driving through
the wash rack. So
it’s best to stick
to using a hose
for washing.
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M1-Series Tanks…

Tie Down the Elements
What a
MEsS dOwn
there!
I knoW!
Man, I hope
my FBCB2’s
CPU doesn’t
bite the
DUst aGAin!

Crewmen, dirt, mud and water collecting inside your M1-series tank are a fact of life
out in the field. But if you let any of that stuff get inside the FBCB2’s CPU, you’re
gonna have a problem. And that’s a fact!
Keeping the CPU clean isn’t easy because it’s on the turret floor where dirt and water
collect. Even worse, boots and gear can accidently snag and open the two latches on the
CPU case. Next thing you know water and dirt are inside the CPU and it shorts out.
You can easily avoid that problem by running a wire tie through the two latches. The
tie keeps the latches from opening, but still allows easy access if you need to get inside
the CPU case. NSN 5975-00-133-8696 brings 100 26-in ties.
Run wire ties through
CPU latches

PS 763

With latches secured, CPU is better protected
from moisture and dirt
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M1-Series
Tanks…

Reverse Sprocket Wear

THE Wear inDicAtor
shoWs YouR SproCKet
nEeds revERSing, but it
hasn’T BeEn a Year. so I
Think we’re GONna Wait.

Oh, BoY!
I kNOW
how this
is GONna
End Up!

C rewmen, you have to reverse the sprockets on your M1-series tank once a year. That
keeps the wear even and increases track life.
But if the built-in wear marks on the sprocket wheel are reached before the year is
up, go ahead and reverse the sprocket now! Both sprockets have to be replaced if both
wear marks are reached on either sprocket.

If wear marks
are reached…

…reverse
or replace
sprocket

If you forget to check the sprockets after each operation like it says in the -10 TMs,
the sprockets may wear too far into one side of the teeth.
That causes the sprocket to “hook” track end connectors during operation. The
connectors are damaged, track life is reduced and sprockets are broken.
When reversing the sprockets, be sure to clean away any dirt between the bearing
surfaces of the sprockets and mounting bolts before re-tightening the bolts. It’s also a
good idea to lubricate the threads and bearing faces before tightening the bolts. Give
‘em a dab of WTR, NSN 9150-00-944-8953.

M1-Series
Tanks…

Plug Up Your Muzzle Woes
GREat miSsion,
PaL! SeE ya
TOmoRroW.

HanG ON!
don’T FORget
my MuzZlE
PLug!

latER…

Ahhh…This
MUzZLe PLuG
iS kEeping mY
Gun sySteM
SaFe from the
ELEments!

Dear Editor,
I see a lot of M1-series tanks sitting in the motor pool without the muzzle
plugs installed.
Installing the plug, NSN 1015-01-209-3482, is easy and only takes a minute.
And it can save you a ton of headaches down the road.
If you don’t install the plug, water can get into the main gun system,
causing corrosion and damage to the breech mechanism, bore evacuator
components and firing circuits. So take a minute and install your tank’s
muzzle plug if it isn’t already in place.
		 SGT Roger Abbott

PS 763

Editor’s note: A good tip, Sergeant. Crews
would be wise to follow your advice and plug up
muzzle troubles. The plug is part of each M1-series
tank’s components of end items (COEI).
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AVIATION
• The ALUMMC is

Coming Soon!

• The Right Stuff for

Spot Paint Stripping

PS 763
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AGSE…

The ALUMMC is Coming Soon!
Oh! oH! pick Me!
I’m New and I caN
TOw ANythinG!

TiMe To Get me
Towed baCK to
tHe hANGAR.

the

ALUmMC
is NOT
made for
tOwing!

it’s authorized to
haul aircraft parts
and components
around the flight
line and hangars.

YOu’re NoT AuthoRizEd!
besiDes, I was made to
do this job!

Towing? Use your SATS!

Crews and

mechanics, PM
AGSE will soon
be fielding…

Th e

AL UM MC

is a fl at be d
ca rt de sig ne
d
to haul part
s
and equipment
ar ou nd th e
ha ng ar an d
air fie ld.

PS 763
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As with any new vehicle,
your priority is to make
sure you perform all
the PMCS listed in
TM 1-1740-213-13&P.

According
to the
maintenance
allocation
chart (MAC)…

…operators
should only
inspect the

ALUMMC
and…

…Mechanics (MOS
91B) perform all
maintenance by
the book, without
taking shortcuts.

Here are a few tips you need to know about the ALUMMC …

• When loading the cart, the maximum payload capacity of the bed is 800 pounds.
• The ALUMMC is not intended to be used for towing. It may look like a rugged
workhorse, but don’t let that fool you. Always use the standard aircraft towing
system (SATS), NSN 1740-01-575-5662, to tow aircraft.
• The ALUMMC requires jacks when work needs to be done underneath the
vehicle. The only jack authorized for use on the ALUMMC is the 5-ton hydraulic
jack, NSN 4910-00-289-7233.
• The vehicle has a fan, ventilation system and a heater, but no air conditioning.
To keep it cool, remove the doors like it says in WP 0129 in the -13&P TM.
Take some time to
read through the new
TM and familiarize
yourself with it.

it’s your guide
to maintaining
me!

The new vehicle has a
24 month or 2,000 hour
warranty, whichever
comes first.

24 Month
or 2,000 Hour

if you have any issues
outside of normal
wear and tear, contact
PM AGSE to determine
warranty applicability.

Questions? Contact PM AGsE’s help desk at: https://www.jtdi.mil
see you guys
over at the next
hangar!

since I’m not
allowed to tow
aircraft, I’ll haul
other vital mission
equipment like this
rescue hoist!

PS 763
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All Aircraft…

the Right Stuff for
Spot Paint Stripping
GO PAint
stripPers!

WoO!

what
gives?!

you’ve got
MethYlEne
ChlORiDe in
you.

Hey!?

that means
you’re TOXiC to
the environment.
We’re taking you
out and bringing
in Pr-3133
instead. it’S
envirONmentAlLy
FRieNDlY.

Mechanics,
check your TMs
before stripping
paint from your
aircraft with
paint remover.

PS 763

if methylene chloride
is authorized in your TM
and there’s no other way
to remove the paint, use
it for this one particular
application only.
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The methylene
chloride restriction
comes from the
EPA’s National
Emission Standards
for Hazardous
Air Pollutants
(NESHAP).

The recommended and
environmentally safe
option for chemical
spot stripping on
aluminum is PR-3133,
NSN 6850-01-485-0097.

sorry,
buddy.
yOU’rE
reStriCteD
bY thE
NEShAp!

TURCO 6813E can
also be used but
does not have an
NSN. One will be
available in FED LOG
in the near future.

When using these chemicals for stripping,
make sure they’re used on aluminum aircraft
skins and not on unapproved surfaces like
steel, high strength aluminum, magnesium,
rubber, plastics and composites. Check your
safety data sheets (SDS).

I don’t
have
an NSN
nOW, buT
I wiLl
sOon!

Any product containing
D-Limonene should not be
used on aircraft because of
corrosion concerns. And don’t
use paint strippers that have
an expired shelf life.

Anytime you strip paint, work with your maintenance contractor or
senior mechanic to ensure that proper techniques, procedures and safety
measures are in place to prevent mishaps.

HOLd oN! You’Ve gOtTa
PROtecT my non-AluMinUm
PArts — and yourSelf — BEfoRe
YOU use That PaiNt StriPper!

Surfaces other than
aluminum aircraft
skins that could be
exposed to paint
stripper should be
protected like the
TM says.

Not protecting
these surfaces can
cause corrosion
or hydrogen
embrittlement
leading to
potential failure.
if your TM says to use methylene chloride for
paint stripping, contact the AMCOM Environmental
Hotline immediately. They will coordinate with
the appropriate headshed to ensure the TM gets
updated with the correct paint stripper.
Make a note that methylene chloride
has been removed from TM 1-1500345-23, Painting and Marking of
Army Aircraft. But TM 1-1500-344-23,
Cleaning and Corrosion Control, still
lists it for use.

PS 763
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You can also
send in a
DA form 2028
to have the
TM corrected.

if you need more info,
contact the AMCOM
Environmental Hotline,
DSN 876-1711, (256) 313-1711 or email:

usarmy.amcom-environmental@
mail.mil
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Years of
Preventive
Maintenance!

In 1951, television

was the rage and
the show to watch
was I Love Lucy.
The citizens of
the United States
wanted to put war
behind them and
embrace peace
and prosperity.
But North Korea’s
invasion of South
Korea wouldn’t
let them.
To aid the dogface
in this new war and
any future wars, a
couple of talented
WWII veterans
with stubby pencils
and an Underwood
typewriter created
Ps Magazine for
the Army, solving
a recurring
maintenance
problem.

the problem:
Changes to
maintenance
procedures were
slow to get to
soldiers who
did the moving,
shooting and
communicating.

the SOLUTion:
Ps would be a post script to other Army
publications that seemingly took forever to
change. Ps would get the official word out
quickly while saving equipment and lives.

PS 763
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In the 1960s, the
Peace Corps was
formed, but the
decade that started
good wouldn’t end
peacefully. in 1962,
John Glenn was the
first American to
orbit the earth. The
Beatles captured
the attention of
America’s youth in
1964. A year later,
large numbers of
tRoOps wEre Sent
to ViEtnam.

In the 1980s, Ronald Reagan became President, the
Iranian hostages came home and MTV hit the airwaves.

“The Summer of Love”
and the first Super
Bowl took place in
1967, but the Vietnam
War continued to
escalate.

Ps went along in
the pocket of every
Soldier, most Marines
and many Airmen and
Sailors. Ps was
also read in Thailand,
Laos, the Congo,
the Dominican Republic
and Cambodia.

Ps Magazine’s artwork
reflected the changing
culture of our nation while
continuing to highlight the
message of good preventive
maintenance to Soldiers no
matter where they served.

763 28-29.indd 1-2
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relied less
on sophomoric
humor about
women and
became more
inclusive of
the female
professionals
in its ranks.
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AD

MA

Ps artwork
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As Ps
traveled, it
matured, too.
The times and
culture were
changin’!

it wasn’t until 1975 that
our troops left Vietnam
and Cambodia. Things were
buzzing at Ps Magazine as
the ‘70s ended and new
IBM Selectrics replaced
manual typewriters.

PS 763
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The ‘80s had
plenty of
action for the
troops and
Ps Magazine.

Soldiers and Ps
went to the Sinai,
Libya, Lebanon,
Grenada, Panama,
Honduras, Chad
and the Persian
Gulf.

As the

‘80s came
to a
close, a
computer
was on
every Ps
desk.

Ps was
embracing
technological
advances!

JUN 16
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PS Magazine
now has a
MoBilE ApP!

PS 763
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Download
it from
the Apple
or Google
stores.

JUN 16

for more about
the APp, go to
the PS BLog:

and read the
ARTicLe, Take an
ApP aPProaCh.

https://halfmastpsmag.wordpress.com/

PS 763
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Iraq invaded Kuwait
in the 1990s and
refused to leave.

Ps was there for Operation Desert Shield, when every

Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen, Marines,
Coast Guard, National Guard and
Reserves would be put to a test
of bravery and endurance like none
other experienced. And our military
equipment would be tested, too.

piece of military equipment went through rigorous
preventive maintenance in preparation for battle.

Ps was there for Operation Desert Storm,
when the world’s best equipment rolled
over Iraqi forces in just 100 hours.

Preventive maintenance—before,
during and after operation—was
what kept our wheeled and
tracked vehicles moving, weapons
firing and radios communicating.

September 11, 2001, began more
than a decade of conflict
when airplanes crashed into
the World Trade Center,
the Pentagon and a field in
Shanksville, PA. Nearly 3,000
people were kiLled.
Operations Enduring Freedom
and Iraqi Freedom were
America’s response to the
scourge of terrorism.

For the rest of the ‘90s,
the Army was involved in
humanitarian relief all
over the globe.

PS 751
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Iraq and Afghanistan, providing all
the valuable information that could
be crammed into 64 pages.

Then, Ps went a step
further. it went online
with a webpage that
included current and
past articles. Social
media advances brought
two Facebook accounts
allowing Soldiers direct
communication with Ps
and MSG Half-Mast…

At Ps, the
World Wide Web
made its debut,
opening doors
that made our
articles more
comprehensive,
more up-tothe-minute,
and even more
valuable to
maintenanceminded
Soldiers.
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Ps Magazine focused on conditions in

…and We added a Blog
where important articles
are posted faster than
they can be published
in Ps.

JUN 15
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Now it’s 2016. The
world isn’t any
nicer, so a strong,
vibrant US military
is needed now
more than ever.
To provide
the preventive
maintenance
information you
need in the places
you need it the
most, Ps Magazine
is launching its

The App
provides all
the supply and
maintenance
information
you’ve come to
expect in the
magazine…
… now with
the added
benefit of
interactivity!

Mobile App!

Pop-up photos, videos, exploded diagrams
and much more are at your fingertips on your
smartphone or tablet.

You can download THE Ps MOBile app starting this
month in Apple’s App Store and Google Play Apps.

APPLE QR

PS 763
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SMALL
ARMS

• Target This

Small Arms
Advice!
• Is Barrel
Secured?
• Tag your
Barrels or
You’ll Be It!
• Firing
Stoppage?
Try SPORTS!

JUN 16

Target
this
Small
Arms
Advice!

Yeah, these
guys…

Listen up
to this
GoOD
adVicE!

…know what
they’re…

…talking
about!

Dear Editor,
While keeping weapons firing and on target, we’ve come up with these tips:

During PMCS, check that the M16
rifle’s backup iron sight will stay in
the down position. When the sight is
left in the up position, it usually ends up
broken. But we’re seeing backup sights
that won’t stay in the down position
because the sight’s notch has become
so worn. Give the sight a gentle tug
to see if it stays down. If it won’t lock
down, get it replaced.

Test backup
iron sight
to make
sure it stays
in down
position

Easy does it with the
M26 shotgun’s safety. If
you push the safety too far
in, its detent can come out
and then the safety won’t
work. Push in the safety until
it clicks. Then stop.

Check the M2 machine gun’s
extractor switch and spring to
ensure the switch isn’t binding or
loose because of a broken spring. The
extractor should move with firm finger
pressure. If the switch’s not fixed, the
M2 could have trouble extracting and
the receiver might be damaged.

		
		
		
		

Feel extractor guide
for looseness

PS 763
763 36-37.indd 1-2

M16/M4 selector switch
won’t move? Suspect the
pistol grip retaining screw.
We’ve had several cases
where the wrong screw was
used and it interfered with
the selector switch. Use only
the screw that comes with
NSN 5305-01-268-1191.
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Don Whetstone
Eric Bostic
Ivan Gomez
Esgar Maldonado

Selector
switch
frozen?
Could be
wrong
pistol grip
retaining
screw

Push safety
until it
clicks, then
stop!

You guys
are indeed
on target
with your
advice.
Thanks for
sharing!

PS 763
4/29/16 9:44 AM

M2A1 Machine Guns…
I’m not doing ANY firiNg
unTil yOu makE suRe mY
bARreL is ScrEWed in
AlL thE wAy.

I LOst a
baRrel last
WeEk beCAUse
OF that.

Is Barrel Secured?
Dear Editor,
We recently had a round explode inside an M2A1. Our
investigation showed:
• The barrel alignment guide pin was sheared off at
the barrel.
• Heavy striations were visible on the receiver end of
the barrel due to heavy impact with the bolt group.
• The tapered portion of the cartridge was expanded
to the diameter of the chamber.
• The firing pin had struck the primer off center.

ExceLlenT
Tip, MajOr.
Thanks for
Sharing!

What caused all this?
The barrel was installed in the receiver wrong. The
barrel alignment guide pin was in the receiver slot, but
the barrel was not completely screwed in the receiver.
That left space between the barrel and bolt assembly,
which led to the ruptured cartridge.
We recommend that M2A1 gunners always do a final
check after installing the barrel. The barrel threads
should be completely locked into the barrel extension.
After closing the cover assembly, charge the M2A1,
making sure the barrel moves forward and rearward
during charging. That verifies the barrel is secure.
This check also works with the M2.
				

PS 763

MAJ Scott Carpenter
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M240, M249 Machine Guns…

Tag your
Barrels
or You’ll
Be It!
Hold on there!
That’s not MY spare
barreL!
I can use ONLY The
spare barRel I was
HEaDspACed foR!

Usually the
first thing Ps
hears when it
goes to the
field is that
units don’t take
spare machine
gun barrels to
the range.

They fire
and fire
through the
same barrel
until the
barrel is

But changing the
barrel when you’re
supposed to is
the complete
NOT solution—
you must also

ruined.

use the correct
spare barrel.

Both barrels are headspaced for one machine gun.
if you use another machine gun’s barrel, the machine
gun will malfunction and possibly be damaged.
That’s why it’s critical armorers make sure both
barrels are ID ’d with the receiver’s serial number.
The easiest way to ID barrels is to stamp the
serial number on a dog tag, NSN 8465-00-242-4804,
and safety wire the tag to the barrel.

Use safety wire to attach dog tag to barrel

it’s a good idea to write
the serial number on the
barrel bag, too.

PS 763

Make sure the wire ends
don’t stick up where they
could poke someone.
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Your support
shop has a
stamping set to
stamp the
dog tags. What
you don’t want
to do is engrave
the number on
the barrel. That
ruins the barrel’s
protective finish,
and leads to
corrosion.
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M16-Series Rifle, M4/M4A1 Carbine…

Firing Stoppage?

Try SPORTS!

Dear Editor,
I saw on Page 44 of PS 755 (Oct
15) the suggestion from Scott
Taylor about dealing with an M16/M4
firing stoppage.
An easy way to remember this is
the acronym SPORTS:

S lap

S

lap upward on magazine to make
		 sure it’s properly seated.

p

ull charging handle all the way
		 to the rear.

P ull

Observe for ejection of case

		 or cartridge.

Release the charging handle.
Tap the forward assist.
Squeeze trigger and weapon

		 should fire.
				

O bserve

Monty Meston

Editor’s note: You’re a good sport to
share this tip, Monty. The complete
procedures for both immediate and
remedial action are in WP 0006 in
TM 9-1005-319-10.

PS 763
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MISSILES
also
featuring

TOOls
and

cbrn
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• A Clean Javelin

is a Happy
Javelin!
• Brass Fittings
Kit?
• A Breath of
Fresh Air...
Thanks to PM
• What’s That
Stand For?

JUN 16

if your cap
diSapPears,
tell your
repairman
ASAP.

lens
ften
c a p s o ar
e
p
p
a
is
d
se
on tho the
o
t
t r ip s d .
f ie l

I think I’M
ClEAn ENOuGh
Now. I’m
REAdy for
STORage!

Those caps
are the only
protection
available for
the Javelin’s
expensive
lenses.

Lens cap missing? Get it replaced ASAP!

A Clean Javelin is a Happy Javelin!
if you’ve been in the field, one of
the first things you want to do when
you get back is to clean up!

same goes
for your
Javelin!

Each CLU is paired with a
specific storage case and they
share the same ID number.

ber
Remem p
to kee in
U
the CL n
its ow
e
s
ca .

By keeping the CLU in its own
case, you protect the CLU and
make it easier to track.
if any of your Javelin
cases are damaged
or disappear,
contact the Javelin
Integrated Technical
Operations Center for
a replacement.
Call (888) 528-4862
or email:

The field is a dirty place
and you’ve probably picked
up a lot of that dirt.

if it’s been to the field, it needs a
thorough cleaning before you store it…
or count on problems next time you fire.

jvitoc@jvjavelin.com
Keep Javelin in case to provide protection and tracking

Pay special
attention to all
the command
launch unit (CLU)
missile and cable
connections.

Tools…

Brass
Brass
Fittings
Fittings
Kit?
Kit?
if they’re
plugged with
dirt, you’ll
definitely have
problems.

PS 763
763 42-43.indd 1-2
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You bet! it’s called
a tube-pipe fitting kit
and it comes with
NSN 4730-00-470-6625.

hey, master sergeant
Half-Mast! is there
an NSN for the brass
fittings kit that’s often
found in tool rooms and
maintenance shops?

JUN 16
4/26/16 2:59 PM

M40/M42-Series Masks…

A Breath of
FRESH AIR...
Thanks to PM
I’m
surrounded
by all these
chemical
agents, yet
I’m breathing
clean air!

thank
gOodNeSs we
ToOk Care of
our masKs
so they Can
TAKe carE
oF us! isn’t
that right,
martin?

Use the outserts

Store it right!
One unit told PS they had to replace 90
percent of their masks just because they
had been stored wrong.
The most common mistake is to fold the
mask to put it in its carrier. That shears
the drink tube, punctures or deforms the
facepiece, and cracks the eyelenses.

Don’t fold
mask
The correct way to store both the
M40 and M42 in their carriers is upright
with the eyelenses facing away from
your body. Fold the harness over the
facepiece to help hold the facepiece in
proper shape.

Store
mask in
carrier
upright
facing
away
from
your
body
Don’t put anything else in the carrier
besides the mask and its accessories.
Stuffing other equipment in the carrier
will damage the mask. For step-by-step
guidance, see wp 0005-29 in
tm 3-4240-346-10 (Aug 10).

PM
help your

can
M40/M42-series
mask provide you
s
many, many breath
of fresh air when
ed by
you’re surround
p
CBRN threats. Hel
your mask help
e
ath
bre
you to
like this…

Always use
outserts

All of this storage care will be for
nothing if you use the carrier as a seat
cushion or pillow or pile stuff on the
carrier. That will damage the mask
for sure!

Don’t use
mask as a
cushion

They are the cheapest insurance
available. if they get scratched, you can
just replace them and keep going.
But if the mask eyelenses become so
scratched you can’t see through them, the
only fix is to replace the facepiece.

CB RN

sp

ec ia li st s,

check it
out!

You don’t want to be
without them.

{g asP!}
{Wheeeze}

avoid these assembly mistakes

Four
bumps
face
out?
Make sure the side voicemitter’s four bumps
face out. it’s too easy to put it on backwards.

Don’t
forget
gasket
Don’t forget the side voicemitter has a rubber
gasket. if you forget to install the gasket, the
voicemitter won’t have a good seal.
Make sure the side voicemitter retaining ring
is tight. Use the D ring on the carrier to
tighten the retaining ring.

PS 763
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order neutral outserts
with NSN 4240-01-260-8706
and clear ones
with Nsn 4240-01-260-87o7.
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more assembly mistakes to avoid
the OUTLET, INLET AND NOSECUP ALL HAVE
DiSK VALVES. iF ANY OF THE DiSK VALVES
ARE MiSsiNG or not SeatED COMPLETELY,
YOU’LL HAVE TROUBLE BREATHiNG AND YOUR
eyelENseS WiLL FOG UP.
rotaTE THE disk VALVES WitH YOUR FiNGER
TO MAKE SURE THEY’RE NOT sticking.

Make sure
disks are
installed
and
rotate
freely

sticking disK VALVES USUALLY JUST
NEED RESEATiNG. iF THiS DOESN’T FiX THE
PROBLEM, REPLACE THEM.

Remember,

the nosecup disk valves
go inside the nosecup, not outside.

The inlet valve assembly must seat
completely in the sideport grooves or
the filter canister won’t seal.

Inlet valve should fit
in sideport grooves

if the inlet valve is properly installed,
you should be able to rotate it easily
with your finger. if it’s difficult to
move, try installing it again.
if that doesn’t work, tell your CBRN
specialist. Something is wrong.

CBRN…
Dear Editor,
Recently a Soldier asked me what AN/PDR-75
stands for. It started me thinking that it would
be a good idea for all Soldiers to know what some
of the CBRN (chemical, biological, radiological,
nuclear) names represent:
AN stands for set.
The first letter after the slash stands for
whether it’s carried or installed:
P is portable
U is general utility
V is vehicle
The second letter stands for type. D is radiac.
The third letter stands for purpose. R is
receiving, which is passive detecting.
The number is the model.
TMs that start with 3 usually are chemical TMs:
the JCAD’s TM 3-6665-355-10 or the ICAM’s TM
3-6665-343-10. TMs that begin with 11 usually are
radiac TMs: The AN/UDR-13’s TM 11-6665-364-12
and the AN/VDR-2’s TM 11-6665-251-10.
Radiac, by the way, stands for radiation,
detection, identification and computation.
David Whitmire
Technical trainer

What’s

That
Stand
For?

Editor’s note: This has
been an education, David.
Thanks.
This doesn’t exhaust all
the letters. You can find a
fuller explanation in
MIL-STD-196F (Sep 13).
Get it at:
http://quicksearch.dla.mil/
qsDocDetails.aspx?ident_
number=35607

COMMUNICATIONS

• Get CAISI 2.0 Parts,

Support

PS 763
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Communications…

You mean we
can order
just this part
here, Master
Sergeant? Or
this one?

P99881
transit
case

You bet. I’ll
give you the
info you need
to order only
what you need.

when it’s fUll,
the P99881
transit case
weiGhs

50 pounds.
So use safe
lift and carry
methods!

Breaking It Down
The P99881 is the operational system in the field.
it provides wireless local area network (LAN)
connectivity within the logistics support areas between
logistics information systems (LIS) and the Combat
Service Support Very Small Aperture Terminal (CsS
VsAT) for long-haul connection to the NIPRNet.

Get CAISI 2.0 Parts, Support
The Combat Service Support (CsS) Automated Information
Systems Interface (CAIsI) 2.0, LINs A40443 and P99881,
transitioned from Product lead, Defense-Wide Transmission
Systems (PL DWTS) to the Communications-Electronics
Command (CECOM) Life Cycle Management Command (LCMC).

NSN 5820-01-564-4845, LIN P99881

The P99881, NSN 5820-01-564-4845, is the stand-alone system.
A complete list of system NsNs can be found in the CAISI TMs.

Representative (SSR) accessory kit,
NSN 5999-01-566-3094, LIN A40443
• AB-1244/GRC-1 antenna mast kit,
NSN 5985-01-616-6192, which is included in
each P99881 and A40443.

hardware, and it also
means CAISI components
are no longer available
for issue from PL DWTS.

However, PL DWTS is
still responsible for
security accreditation and
configuration management
of the system.

763 48-49.indd 1-2

maintained by the authorized unit. it consists of three cases, including
one SSR accessory case, one SSR CBM case (black) and one antenna mast
case. Authorized units need to reference their unit MTOE to ensure the
equipment is on hand and available to the SASMO as required.

• MK-2975A/TYQ System Support

This change means that

PS 763

A40443 is administered by the SASMO but normally owned and physically

if your unit has a shortage for A40443 or P99881 , check local excess
on your installation or within your state (plenty available).
National Guard ( ng ) units check with the United States Property &
Fiscal Office ( uspfO ) and Forward Repair Activities ( FRA s).

• OL-701A/TYQ CAISI Bridge Module (CBM),

CECOM supports storage
and issue of CAISI

if your unit requires the replacement of a failed
line-replacement unit (LRU), procure replacement
parts by submitting ‘funded requisitions’ through
the Army supply system.
The CAISI laptop (A40443)
is forwarded to the local
FRA for repair.

Units must now order
replacement CAISI components through the Army
supply system.
Turn in unserviceable
equipment through normal
supply channels. Units
should coordinate with their
local Sustainment Automation
Support Management Office
(SASMO) for field-level
maintenance support.

48

of two cases,
one green case
and one antenna
mast case.

The A40443 is a maintenance kit used to support field-level maintenance
and configure, monitor and troubleshoot the LAN.

Note:

The
following
hardware
items
are now
sustained
by CECOM
LCMC …

P99881 consists

Unserviceable LRUs
should be disposed
at field-level for
the P99881.

All other unserviceable subcomponents of
P99881 and A40443 should be disposed
of through normal supply channels.

NSNs for the P99881 and A40443 are CECOM-managed (B16),
including the antenna mast case end item, NSN 5985-01-616-6192.
However, the NSNs assigned for the subcomponents of the antenna
mast case are managed by the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA).

To order components of P99881/A40443, use the CAISI hardware
component description tables on the next three pages…

JUN 16
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CAISI Bridge Module Kit
Item

Description

1

CAISI Bridge Module (CBM)
processor group signal data (CAISI 2.0)
OL-701A/TYQ is comprised of:
One (1) CBM green transit case
(see list of subcomponents below), and
one (1) antenna mast case (see antenna
mast table for list of subcomponents).

NSN

5820-01-564-4845

Accessory Kit, Electronics Equipment (SSR Kit)
PN

25627-00-001

Item

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Olive drab (OD) green transit case, empty
Antenna, (OD series) Omni antenna,
2.4-2.5 GHz, 9 dBi
Antenna, 5-6 GHz, 9 dBi Omni antenna
Antenna, dual-band 2.4-5.8 GHz antenna
(N-Male)
Processor, bridge (CBM radio ES520)
Bracket, mounting (ES-520) mount
Power supply, (Power over Ethernet
[PoE]) injector assembly
Interface unit, data transfer (Zyxel switch)
Cable assembly, special purpose, electrical
Ethernet cable, 70 ft with reel
Cable assembly, special purpose, electrical
Ethernet cable, 3 ft
Parts kit, electronic equipment (3-ft and
30-ft grounding straps)
Hardware kit, mechanical equipment
Antenna, grid antenna 5.47-5.85 GHz,
26 dBi
Cable assembly, radio frequency (3 ft)

18
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5895-01-623-9736

25779-00-001

5985-01-623-9625

25553-08-001

5985-01-624-0481

25551-08-001

5985-01-624-0625

25712-08-001

5895-01-624-3728
5340-01-623-9914

25548-08-001
384-00004-01

6130-01-624-7200

25710-08-001

7025-01-623-9379

25549-08-001

5995-01-623-9746

25555-08-001

5995-01-623-9731

25556-08-001

5999-01-623-9721

25542-08-001

5340-01-623-9913

25635-08-001

5985-01-623-9631

25552-08-001

5995-01-623-9898

25554-08-001

763 50-51.indd 1-2

5985-01-616-6192
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PN

MK-2975A/TYQ

SSR accessory case, black (Case 1) is comprised of:

Cable assembly, special purpose,
16 electrical (RS-232 adapter with 3-ft
5995-01-625-0099
Ethernet cable)
17 Power supply (UPS) 4 outlets (replaces
6130-01-623-9753
6 outlet UPS)
Antenna Mast, AB-1244/GRC-1 (Case 2) is comprised of:
Antenna mast, AB-1244A/GRC-1
(refer to antenna mast table for
specific components)

NSN

Accessory kit, electronic equipment, SSR
accessory kit is comprised of: 1 SSR
accessory case (subcomponents listed
5999-01-566-3094
below), 1 CBM transit case black (see
above CBM table for list of subcomponents),
and 1 antenna mast case (see antenna mast
table for list of subcomponents).

1

CBM transit case, green (Case 1) is comprised of:
2

Description

02941-RJ45/DB9

Case, electronic communications equipment
(empty, black SSR accessory case)
Computer system, digital (notebook
3
computer), includes case, CAISI baseline
DVD and power cord/supply)
Cable assembly, special purpose, 14-ft
4
electrical Ethernet cable
5
USB-serial converter cable
Processor, gateway (security gateway 5GT
6
or SSG5 router), includes power supply
Cable assembly, special purpose, electrical
7
(serial cable, 9-pin M-F)
Cable assembly, special purpose, electrical
8
(RS-232 adapter with 3-ft Ethernet cable)
Cable assembly, special purpose,
9
6-ft electrical Ethernet cable
10 Cable assembly, special purpose,
3-ft electrical Ethernet cable
11 Modem, communications, digital subscriber
line (DSL) bridge includes power supply*
SSR CBM (Cases 2 & 3)
2

12

25558-08-001
13

AB-1244/GRC-1
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CAISI Bridge Module (CBM) processor
group signal data (CAISI 2.0) OL-701A/TYQ
[includes complete CBM transit case, black
(Case 2) and Antenna Mast case, (Case 3)]
CBM transit case, Black (Case 2) has same
component configuration as CBM transit
case, Green except for below NSN
Black CBM transit case, empty

5895-01-625-1982

08508-100-DSI

7010-01-625-2886

DELL-E6410

5995-01-625-1989

14FT-CAT5ERJ45

5995-01-625-2822

U209000R-B16

7025-01-625-1997

SSG5

5995-01-625-1995

25201DB9

5995-01-625-0099

02941-RJ45/DB9

5995-01-625-1999

6FT-CAT5ERJ45

5995-01-623-9731

25556-08-001

5895-01-625-1976

MM-300SBP

5820-01-564-4845

25627-08-001

5895-01-623-9751

25779-00-002

* There are two DSL modem modules, MM-300SBP and MM-300SPB-G2, for the CAISI 2.0 system. The
two models are not compatible with each other. Both models are only compatible with the same model
version. They operate in pairs. If there is a requirement to replace one of the older (MM-300SBP, tan)
models, then two of the newer DSL modems (MM-300SBP-G2, black) models must be requisitioned in
a pair.

4/18/16 9:42 PM

Antenna Mast, AB-1244 GRC-1
Item

Description
Antenna mast, AB-1244/GRC-1

NSN

PN

5985-01-616-6192

AB-1244/GRC-1

5985-01-072-4339
5985-01-324-3462
5985-01-326-5533
4010-01-072-4414
5120-00-203-4656
5975-01-563-0229
4030-01-072-8017
4030-01-074-7881
4030-01-072-8126
5985-01-127-2133
5985-01-324-3464
4030-01-073-6103
4010-01-072-4415
5985-01-327-1448
5985-01-324-3463
8130-00-355-7616

SM-D-944752
A3159892
A3159902
SM-D-659410-GP1
HM1
SC-C-14204
SC-B-729924
SM-B-659290-1
SM-B-659290-2
A3002872
A3159890
SM-C-659375
SM-D-659410-GP2
A3159895
A3159899
SC-D-1064

Comprised of:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Carrying case (without components)
Lower mast sections
Upper mast adapter section (red ring)
Guy rope (red clips), 42-ft
Sledge hammer, 2.5 pounds
Strain relief clamp
Base plate pins
Guy ring (blue)
Guy ring (red)
Base plate
Mast base assembly
Guy stakes
Guy rope (blue clips), 36-ft
Lower mast adapter section (blue ring)
Upper mast sections
Reel unit for guy ropes

You can find more info on CAISI operation, maintenance and
repair parts, and special tools in TM 11-5895-1897-13 and
TM 11-5895-1897-23P. Get Da-authenticated TMs from the
LOGSA website: https://www.logsa.army.mil/etms/

?
?
?
PS 763

For hardware questions,
contact CECOM item manager Virna Scott at (443) 395-1183
or email: virna.scott.civ@mail.mil
Or CECOM ILS manager Cornelius Cooper at (443) 395-1187
or email: cornelius.cooper.civ@mail.mil
For CAISI questions other than requisitioning
components or systems, contact maj jonathan judy
at (703) 806-8497 or email: jonathan.w.judy.mil@mail.mil
For NGB hardware questions, contact NGB-ILS-S,
CW2 William Fearrington at ( 703) 607-9097 or email:
william.fearrington2.mil@mail.mil
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• Turning Questions into Answers
• Don’t Just Buy - Reutilize!
• Army Revises COMSEC
•
•
•
•

Equipment Maintenance Pub
DA Pam 708-3 Revised
Take the CAR for a Spin
Radiation Safety Pub Revised
ATP 4-43 Updated

PS 763
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PS Magazine…

Turning Questions
into Answers

Great solUTion,
MiLler! Y’knOw, you
oughta send it in
to PS magaZine.
I bet other units
are having the
same Problem.

That’s ToO mUCh woRk. I’m
NO Writer, plus I can’t Draw
my Way out of a PAper Bag.

YoU Don’T NEed to
WOrRy about Any
of That, SergEant.
Just send PS Your
iDEA. We’ll TAke iT
FROm ThEre.

Then ask
PS to
spread the
word, too,
because we
can do that
faster than
a pub can be
updated.

Ps HQ

How to Submit Articles to PS
We often get asked how to submit
articles. Some of you may not
bother to ask because you assume
it’s too hard to write in Ps style.

Let’s
put that
assumption
to rest!

We have
writers who
handle the
style part.

All you need to do is to send us an email with your
proposed article or idea. Yep, it’s just that easy! You don’t
need to worry about type size, fonts or artwork.
We don’t have official writer’s guidelines, but
articles should address some basic questions like:

• What is the problem?
• What caused the problem?
• What are the costs (in terms of
time/extra work/money/etc.)?

• What is the solution to the problem?
(There may be more than one.)

For every question
we get at PS, we
know there are
others out there
who are wondering
the same thing.

That’s because odds are
if one person in the field
is having a problem with
equipment, supplies or
maintenance procedures,
so are others.

Not only do
We know that some of you
This official tb is a great
We
that some of
you
have solutions
found solutions
toway
common
problems
plaguing
encourage
weknow
have
found
to
to pass
on Army
info
to share your
expertise?
your
buddies around
theproblems
world. Why
not use PS worldwide.
questions,
common
plaguing
Send
us your
we invite
your buddies around the
maintenance fixes, supply
answers,
world. Why not use PS to
solutions or other ideas so
too!
share your expertise?
we can get the word out.
For example,
tell us if a
maintenance
tm skips over
something
important, if
instructions
aren’t clear or
if you know how
a procedure
can be done
better or more
safely.

PS 763
763 54-55.indd 1-2

don’t
bLame
me! I
didn’t
write
me!

if there’s a mistake in a

TM or other publication,
it’s also a good idea to
submit a DA Form 2028,
Recommended Changes to
Publications and Blank
Forms. You can find it at the
Army Publishing Directorate.
Follow the instructions on
the form at:

http: //www.apd.army.mil/
pub/eforms/pdf/A2028.pdf
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• How is the solution achieved, and by whom?
Try to include
any references,
such as TM
procedures,
that are
involved.

Ps Magazine
Artist at Work

Unless it’s a very short
article (what we call a brief,
like those you read in Connie’s
Post Scripts), any photos you
can include to help illustrate
the article are welcome. That
gives our artists a reference
for drawing technical art.

Digital jpgs
are best, but
don’t send them
embedded in
documents like
Microsoft® Word
or PowerPoint.
That decreases
photo quality
and makes them
unusable for the
print magazine.
All submissions are
sent for review by
a subject matter
expert. Everything
you read in PS is
approved by the
Army’s authorized
proponent for
that item or area
before publication.
So our info is
good to go.

When you’re ready to take the PS plunge, send your article and related
photos or attachments to: usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.psmag@mail.mil

4/27/16 1:14 PM

Supply…

Don’t Just Buy —
Reutilize!

Cloe, I’M TryiNG
to MAKe oUr
Unit’S suPplY
buDGet StreTcH
a biT. ANY Tips?

Ready to search and order items?

To start using RTD, go to:

www.dla.mil/DispositionServices/Business/FindandAcquireItems.aspx

Click on Step by Step Guide
to Getting Access

Screening/Requisitioning

Here’s one
OPtioN, SergEAnt.
Take A lOok at
DlA’s DispoSitiON
SerVicEs’ RtD
proGraM.

Here,
I’Ll shoW
yOU how.

Hunting for specific equipment or supplies? Floored by the price tags? Remember that

DLA Disposition Services offers another source of supply (SOS). They can help meet a unit’s
needs and save Army dollars, too.
That’s because their Reutilization, Transfer and Donation (RTD) program offers huge
savings by avoiding DOD procurement costs or equipment repairs. In times of tight
budgets, it’s worth checking out.
When DOD declares items excess, they’re turned in (physically or electronically) to DLA
Disposition Services field activities around the world for redistribution. In many cases,
items are excess and still new.
Although DLA Disposition Services offers
items to its reutilization customers for
free, the Army may bill units for items
requisitioned from disposal.
For policy guidance, see Paras 2-6, l (1)
and 3-18 in AR 710-2, Supply Policy Below
the National Level (Mar 08).

You can see a sample of what’s currently available in RTD by going to:

http://www.dispositionservices.dla.mil/rtd03/Documents/CurrentQuickPics.pdf

763 56-57.indd 1-2

Once registered, DOD computer system users are already authorized to search and/or
screen items. You can search for items by federal supply class (FSC), NSN or item name.
If you have questions about an item, click on the question mark link to be routed to the
right DLA Disposition Services field activity. 		
If you don’t find items you want in the initial search, you can create a “Want List” where
you search for NIINs by creating a file and uploading it to the system.
You can choose to have future search results automatically emailed to you, and control
how often and for how long you receive search results.
When you find what you want, you’ll submit a DD Form 1348-1A or a MILSTRIP
requisition. You’ll need your accountable supply officer’s approval before you submit
a requisition.
For questions or help, email the DLA Disposition Services Reutilization Office at:
DRMSRTD@dla.mil

Army Revises COMSEC Equipment
Maintenance Pub
A major revision to AR 25-12, Communications Security Equipment Maintenance and Maintenance Training, went into effect in November 2015. The AR covers policies and responsibilities
for maintaining communications security (COMSEC) equipment, including required training and
certification. The pub is FOUO. Use your CAC to access it at:

https://armypubs.us.army.mil/epubs/DR_pubs/DR_b/pdf/r25_12.pdf

DA Pam 708-3 Revised
A major revision to DA Pam 708-3, Cataloging of Supplies and Equipment, Army Adopted
Items of Materiel, and List of Reportable Items (SB 700–20), went into effect in June 2015.
Download the pub at: http://www.apd.army.mil/pdffiles/p708_3.pdf

PS 763
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Training…

Looking for training
material you can use
at Sergeant’s Time?

When you find the info you need, you can tag it for reference
or just tuck it into your virtual CAr rucksack.

See what’s new when you visit,
or make a digital rucksack to
hold the goodies you scoop up

Take the CAR for a Spin
The Central Army
Registry (CAr) is a
handy tool with tons
of resources.

The bonus
is that this
rucksack is
electronic,
so there’s
no back
strain.
You can
even
download
the CAR
itself as
a mobile
app!

The CAr is the Army’s official content
repository, formerly known as the
Reimer Digital Library.
You’ll find everything from Army
correspondence courses to graphic
training aids to publications.
it’s also where you’ll find all the
Army’s Individual Critical Task Lists
(ICTLs), grouped by skill level
and MOS.

The CAr
website is like
a real library
without the
walls.
You can search
it in different
ways, from:

Type keyword in CAR’s search
box, press enter or click
magnifying glass, and look
for results in center panel

• product
types,

• proponents,
• keywords,
• distribution
•

to take this cAR FoR A spiN, Go to:

https://rdl.train.army.mil/

restrictions
or
Knowledge
Centers

Radiation Safety Pub Revised
A major revision to DA Pam 385-24, The Army Radiation Safety Program, went into effect
in November 2015. Topics include lasers, electromagnetic radiation, radiofrequency
safety and more. Get the pub at: http://www.apd.army.mil/pdffiles/p385_24.pdf

ATP 4-43 Updated
Army Techniques Publication (ATP) 4-43, Petroleum Supply Operations, was updated
in August 2015. The ATP replaced FM 10-67-1, Concepts and Equipment of Petroleum
Operations (Apr 98), and FM 10-602, Headquarters and Headquarters Units, Petroleum
And Water Distribution Organization (Sep 96). Download it at:
http://armypubs.us.army.mil/doctrine/DR_pubs/dr_a/pdf/atp4_43.pdf

PS 763
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When I was a new
Soldier, Ps was a
great tool to learn
and apply techniques.
As an NCO, it keeps
me up-to-date when I
need quick hip pocket
refreshment. Yes, Ps
Magazine, you are a
force multiplier!

Ps was always
at the top of
my reading
list during my
military career.
it still is.
it gives me a
snapshot of
things to come,
whether it’s new
equipment or
info on a system
already in play.

I learn
something
from
every issue
and the
content is
delivered in
a way that
makes it
“readable.”

pS is a
lifeline in
the field!
As a direct
support
element to
USAR units,
we’re always
looking for
the most
current
info.

Connie’s Post Scripts
DISTRIBUTION: To be distributed in accordance with the initial distribution number (IDN) 340312, requirements for the TB 43-PS-Series.
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Every month,
the first
thing I do is
look at Ps
Magazine to
see what’s
new. The
articles in it
really help
me do my job
better.

I first saw Ps
as a mechanic
in the field and
loved it. I’m a
recruiter now
and take issues
to my office
for applicants
to read. it’s a
great recruiting
tool!

pS allows me
to help out my
buddies.
When they
mention a supply
or maintenance
problem to me,
I can usually
find an article
to share with
them that gives
the solution.

I’ve loved
reading pS
since I was
an LT. Years
later it still
packs the
same punch.
Thanks for
keeping the
maintenance
and supply
skill sets of
our Soldiers
and leaders
sharp!

ceLebraTING 65 YearS
of ps MaGaZINe!
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what’s
YOUR
answer?

